We combine molecular simulations and mechanical modeling to explore the mechanism of energy conversion in the coupled rotary motors of F o F 1 -ATP synthase. A torsional viscoelastic model with frictional dissipation quantitatively reproduces the dynamics and energetics seen in atomistic molecular dynamics simulations of torquedriven γ-subunit rotation in the F 1 -ATPase rotary motor. The torsional elastic coefficients determined from the simulations agree with results from independent single-molecule experiments probing different segments of the γ-subunit, which resolves a long-lasting controversy. At steady rotational speeds of ∼1 kHz corresponding to experimental turnover, the calculated frictional dissipation of less than k B T per rotation is consistent with the high thermodynamic efficiency of the fully reversible motor. Without load, the maximum rotational speed during transitions between dwells is reached at ∼1 MHz. Energetic constraints dictate a unique pathway for the coupled rotations of the F o and F 1 rotary motors in ATP synthase, and explain the need for the finer stepping of the F 1 motor in the mammalian system, as seen in recent experiments. Compensating for incommensurate eightfold and threefold rotational symmetries in F o and F 1 , respectively, a significant fraction of the external mechanical work is transiently stored as elastic energy in the γ-subunit. The general framework developed here should be applicable to other molecular machines.
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bioenergetics | molecular motor | mechanochemical coupling F o F 1 -ATP synthase is essential for life. From bacteria to human, this protein synthesizes ATP from ADP and inorganic phosphate P i in its F 1 domain, powered by an electrochemical proton gradient that drives the rotation of its membrane-embedded F o domain (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . Its two rotary motors, F 1 and F o , are coupled through the γ-subunit forming their central shaft (2) . ATP synthase is a fully reversible motor, in which the rotational direction switches according to different sources of energy (2, 6) . In hydrolysis mode, the F 1 motor pumps protons against an electrochemical gradient across the membrane-embedded F o part, converting ATP to ADP and P i (7, 8) .
F 1 has a symmetric ring structure composed of three αβ-subunits with the asymmetric γ-subunit sitting inside the ring (9, 10) . Each αβ-subunit has a catalytic site located at the αβ-domain interface. The F 1 ring has a pseudothreefold symmetry with the three αβ-subunits taking three different conformations, E (empty), TP (ATP-bound), and DP (ADP bound) (9) (10) (11) . The F o part is composed of a c ring and an a subunit (3, 12) . Driven by protons passing through the interface of the c ring and the a subunit, the c ring rotates together with the γ-subunit (rotor) relative to the a subunit, which is connected to the F 1 ring through the peripheral stalk of the b subunit (stator) (12) . Interestingly, in nature, one finds a large variation in the number of subunits in the c ring. In animal mitochondria, one finds c 8 rings, requiring a minimal number of eight proton translocations for the synthesis of three ATP, at least 20% fewer protons than in bacteria and plant chloroplasts with c 10 -c 15 rings (13, 14) . The resulting symmetry mismatches between F 1 and F o (15) (16) (17) clearly distinguish the biomolecular motor from macroscopic machines.
Key open questions concern the detailed rotational pathway of the two coupled rotary motors, the impact of the rotational symmetry mismatch between the F o and F 1 motors on the motor mechanics, the resulting need for transient energy storage, the role of frictional dissipation, and the molecular elements associated with stepping of the F 1 motor (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) . Here we explore these questions by building a dissipative mechanical model of the F 1 motor on the basis of atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Friction and torsional elasticity of the γ-subunit are central to the efficient function of the coupled F o F 1 nanomotors (15, 25, 26) . For γ-subunits cross-linked with the α 3 β 3 -ring, estimates have been obtained by monitoring thermal angle fluctuations in singlemolecule experiments (16, 27) and MD simulations (28) . To probe the elastic and frictional properties under mechanical load over broad ranges of rotation angles and angular velocities, we induce torque-driven γ-subunit rotation in MD simulations (20, 29) . From the resulting mechanical deformation and energy dissipation, we construct a fully quantitative viscoelastic model. We account for the torsional elasticity and friction by describing the rotational motion of the γ-subunit as overdamped Langevin dynamics on a 2D harmonic free energy surface. The model quantifies the magnitude of transient elastic energy storage compensating for the incommensurate rotational symmetries of the F o and F 1 motors (30) . The resulting energetic constraints allow us to map out a detailed pathway for their coupled rotary motions, and to rationalize the finer stepping of the mammalian F 1 motor seen in recent experiments (31) , with only eight c subunits in the corresponding F o motor. By quantifying the frictional dissipation, we identify a key contributor to the high thermodynamic efficiency of the F 1 motor. The general framework developed here for F 1 should be applicable also to other molecular machines.
Significance
F o F 1 -ATP synthase produces the ATP essential for cellular functions from bacteria to humans. Rotation of its central γ-subunit couples proton translocation in the membrane-embedded F o motor to ATP synthesis in the catalytic F 1 motor. To explain its high efficiency, determine its top speed, and characterize its mechanism, we construct a viscoelastic model of the F 1 rotary motor from molecular dynamics simulation trajectories. We find that the γ-subunit is just flexible enough to compensate for the incommensurate eightfold and threefold rotational symmetries of mammalian F o and F 1 motors, respectively. The resulting energetic constraints dictate a unique pathway for the coupled rotations of the F o and F 1 rotary motors, and explain the fine stepping seen in single-molecule experiments. (Fig. 1A) . To determine the minimal number of domains, we examined the spatial extent of coupled rotary motions along the γ-subunit axis. Using the flexible rotor method (20) , we applied torque on the γ-subunit in atomistic MD simulations. A relatively weak harmonic restraint of κ = 2,000 kcal · mol −1 · rad −2 ≈ 0.61 kcal · mol −1 · deg −2 on the average angle at angular velocities of ω = 1 − 10°=ns resulted in a gradual buildup of tension and permitted γ-subunit twisting and substantial angle fluctuations. In the torque MD simulations, we probed rotary motions of up to 55°in the protruded part of the γ-subunit and 20°at its core (Fig. 1A) .
At the lowest speed, the profiles of the γ-subunit rotation angle along the axis show two plateaus separated by a distinct step at ∼20 Å (Fig. 1B) , indicating that the γ-subunit can be divided into two main parts. This division is consistent with the structural features of the γ-subunit, which consists of a protruded globular part and a coiled-coil helical domain inside the hexamer ring. Our minimal model of the γ-subunit rotation near the catalytic dwell thus consists of domains 1 and 2 connected by a torsional spring with spring constant k 12 (see Eq. 4). Domain 1 is coupled harmonically with spring constant k 1 to the static α 3 β 3 -ring subunits. External torque is exerted by a torsional spring κ rotating at an angular velocity ω. The different viscous environments of the two domains are described by rotational diffusion coefficients D 1 and D 2 . Our two-domain model can be seen as a further reduction of the ninesegment model of Czub and Grubmüller (28) , which divides the γ-subunit into five segments and the α 3 β 3 -ring into four. As shown in Fig. S1 , our domain 1 covers their segment 5, half of segment 4, and, in addition, the C-terminal helix not included in the ninesegment model. Our domain 2 contains segments 1-3 and the other half of segment 4. According to the γ-subunit twist profile (Fig. 1B and Fig. S1 ), the elastic deformation is concentrated within their segment 4. In our two-domain model, we treat this linearly twisted region by the single torsional spring k 12 . By contrast, our torsional spring k 1 accounts for the interactions between segments 4-5 and 6-9. Note that we do not explicitly consider the small helix-turn-helix motif at the very top of the γ-subunit (segment 1), whose elastic response in F o F 1 -ATP synthase will be determined also by its interactions with the c ring and the e-and δ-subunits (Fig. S1 ).
To determine the parameters k 1 , k 12 , D 1 , and D 2 of the Langevin diffusion model, we fitted analytical solutions (see SI Text and Figs. S2 and S3) for the time-dependent average rotation angles x 1 ðtÞ of the core helix domain (residues γ1-26, γ228-273) and x 2 ðtÞ of the protruded domain (residues γ27-227) to corresponding trajectories from atomistic MD simulations (Fig. 2) . The MD rotational angles were calculated as distance-weighted averages over the angles of individual residues using separate axes for the two domains (see Methods). In a first step, we quantified the elastic properties at a low angular velocity of 1°=ns, at which the time-dependent rotation angles x 1 and x 2 could be fitted with a quasi-equilibrium model (model A; Fig. 2A ). Correspondingly, the twist profiles at different time points, rescaled by the target angle ωt, almost perfectly coincide (see Fig. 1B and Eqs. S1 and S2). At rotational speeds exceeding 2°=ns, dissipative effects become significant. The resulting deviations from quasiequilibrium (difference between orange and black lines in Fig. 2A ) allow us to extract rotational diffusion coefficients from fits of model B (assuming quasi-equilibrium for domain 2), and model C (with both domains out of equilibrium) (Table S1 ). In a second step, we performed a global analysis to determine parameter ranges that fit trajectories over the entire range of angular velocities. Plots of χ 2 in Fig. 2B show the nonlinear correlations between the fit parameters, permitting variations in k 12 and k 1 by ∼30% around the optimal values ðk 12 , k 1 Þ = ð123, 309Þ (in kilocalories per mole per square radian) (Fig. 2B) . Whereas, at low rotational speeds, D 1 and D 2 are only bounded from below, data at higher speeds provide also upper limits. The overlap of the four χ 2 maps for model C delimits the range of D 1 and D 2 that fit all trajectories well (Fig. 2B) . To test the assumption of quasi-equilibrium at 1°=ns, we ran additional simulations at lower rotational speeds of 0.2°=ns and 0.5°=ns. As shown in Fig. 2C , both the time-dependent twisting profiles and the χ 2 maps for k 12 and k 1 are fully consistent with the results obtained at the higher speeds.
Work Profile as Additional Information. The combined elastic and dissipative work performed during the torque-driven rotations provides us with largely independent information that we can use not only to validate the Langevin diffusion model and fine-tune its parameters, but also to quantify the energetics of the γ-rotation. The time-dependent work performed by the external torque is calculated as in Eq. 5. Fig. 3 shows the work profiles as a function of the reference rotation angle obtained from actual atomistic torque MD simulations. The work profiles at the lowest rotational speeds of ω = 1 and 2°=ns show little variation (blue and cyan points in Fig. 3 ), indicating that, at these speeds, rotation indeed occurs at near-equilibrium conditions. However, the accumulated work at a given target angle ωt increases as the rotational speed becomes faster and the system is driven out of equilibrium. For comparison, dashed lines in Fig. 3 show the work profiles calculated for the optimized Langevin diffusion model. Whereas the overall tendency of the work profiles of the diffusion model is consistent with the results of the atomistic simulations, the work at ωt = 50°is overestimated by 20-30% (Fig. 3) .
This small discrepancy in the work profiles can be corrected by fine-tuning the parameters in the Langevin model to fit both work and angle-vs.-time trajectories. From a global analysis, we find that a small increase in D 2 and small decreases of k 12 and k 1 , well within the tolerance of the fits in Fig. 2 , produce agreement with the entire set of data from atomistic simulations (Fig. 3) (27) . Residues γC87 and γA270 in E. coli correspond to γC78 and γA256, respectively, in bovine mitochondria, and residue γR84 in Bacillus PS3 corresponds to γR75. all trajectories and work profiles well (orange lines in Fig. 2A ; solid lines in Fig. 3 ).
With this fine-tuned Langevin diffusion model, we decompose the work performed during torque-driven rotation into recoverable elastic energy and dissipation (Fig. S4) . At a rotational speed of 1°=ns, nearly the entire exerted work is stored as elastic energy. This rotational speed is 10,000 times faster than the average rotational speed of ω ≈ 100°/ms at turnover that is dominated by the dwell times at intermediate states. At speeds exceeding 2°/ns, dissipation becomes relevant. Remarkably, the sum of the intrinsic elastic energy of γ (green line in Fig. S4 ) and the elastic potential acting on x 1 (red line) as a function of ωt remains almost independent of the rotational speed. However, their relative contributions differ as the rotational speed increases. At higher speeds, x 1 lags behind due to its higher friction. As a result, the spring k 12 becomes increasingly stretched, absorbing relatively more of the elastic energy than k 1 . Discussion γ-Subunit Elasticity. We determined the torsional elasticity and rotational Langevin diffusion coefficients by optimizing a twodomain rotational Langevin diffusion model against the atomistic torque trajectories at different rotational speeds and the corresponding nonequilibrium work profiles. To assess the elasticity parameters of the γ-rotation, we compared the results from our viscoelastic model to the values from single-molecule experiments. Sielaff et al. (16) determined an effective elastic coefficient of about 750 pN·nm/rad 2 for the Escherichia coli γ-subunit between two crosslinks at residues γA270 and γA87, albeit with a significant uncertainty because of their difference measurement. As indicated in Fig. 1B , this segment closely matches the x 2 − x 1 torsional twist in our model, for which we have determined an effective spring constant of k 12 ≈ 660 pN·nm/rad 2 . The agreement between our model and the experiment is thus excellent, considering our estimated fit uncertainties of about 30%. Our estimate for k 12 also agrees with the 620 pN·nm/rad 2 obtained in a previous simulation study for a similar segment of a γ-subunit covalently attached to the hexamer ring (28) . Using a similar approach, Okuno et al. (27) estimated an elastic coefficient of 223 ± 141 pN·nm/rad 2 for the Bacillus PS3 γ-subunit up to a single cross-link at a position closely matching the full twist x 2 of our model, and moving with the protruding part of the γ-subunit (Fig. 1B) SEs of model and experiment. In effect, we could thus independently validate the two spring constants k 1 and k 12 in our model, because they were probed in separate measurements. Moreover, our results resolve the long-standing controversy concerning the disagreement between the two measurements, with one probing k 12 and the other probing k eff .
Hydrodynamics and Rotational Friction. For the diffusion coefficients of the core part, D 1 , we obtained ∼0.001 rad 2 /ns from the angle trajectories at different rotational speeds and the work profiles. This value has the same order of magnitude as previous estimates from autocorrelation functions of MD trajectories (28) . To get a sense of the relevant scale, we estimated a hydrodynamic rotational diffusion coefficient by approximating the core part of the γ-subunit as a cylinder (32),
where η = 7 × 10 À4 kg=m · s is the viscosity of water at 310 K, L ≈ 7 nm is the height of the cylinder, and a ≈ 1 nm is the radius of the cylinder. The resulting D 1, hydro ≈ 0.07 rad 2 =ns is ∼70 D 1 . The γ-subunit rotating inside F 1 thus experiences significantly higher friction than in solution, reflecting the tight hydrophobic and steric interactions with the ring subunits. For the diffusion coefficient of the protruded part, D 2 , we obtained ∼ 0.003 rad 2 =ns. Approximated as a sphere of radius a ≈ 2 nm, we use (32, 33)
to estimate a hydrodynamic rotational diffusion of D 2, hydro ≈ 0.03 rad 2 =ns . D 2 is thus ∼10 times smaller than the hydrodynamic limit, which is reasonable because the protruded part is slowed down by interactions, mainly salt bridges, with the tips of the αβ-subunits.
Mechanical Consequence of F o -F 1 Symmetry Mismatch. The calculated elastic properties allow us to construct a detailed pathway for the coupled rotary motion of the F o and F 1 motors in mammalian ATP synthase. A step size of 360°=8 = 45°is assumed for F o , and substeps of ∼ 25°+ ∼ 30°+ ∼ 65°= 120°are assumed for F 1 on the basis of recent single-molecule experiments on human mitochondrial F 1 (31) , with the cost of ATP spread proportionally among them. The free energy of the system for the discrete (sub) steps then becomes
where ϕ Fo and ϕ F1 are the rotation angles of the F o and F 1 subunits in the ATP synthesis direction, respectively. G in = −200 mV ≈ −4.6 kcal=mol is the input energy per one proton translocation and G out ≈ 12.3 kcal=mol is the output energy per one ATP synthesis (6) at maximum load conditions, 8G in = 3G out , for the mammalian ATP synthase. Note that Gðϕ Fo , ϕ F1 Þ accounts only for the energy of metastable intermediate states, not the energy barriers between them. This free energy function severely restricts the possible pathways of the coupled F o -F 1 rotary motion. To ensure significant activity, we require that, during a full cycle, the free energy difference between the least and most populated intermediates should not exceed 5-7 kcal/mol, an upper limit supported by the kinetic analysis discussed below. Fig. 4B indicates all intermediates that exceed this limit shaded in red, which leaves only a single pathway for the coupled rotary motion through the ϕ Fo -ϕ F1 plane. Here we accounted for the unknown relative phase Δϕ Fo of the F o and F 1 motors (Fig. 4B and Fig. S5A ), and for uncertainties of ±3°in the F 1 substep sizes ( Fig. 4D and Fig. S5B ; F o steps as ϕ Fo = Δϕ Fo + n × 360°=8 with n integer). To quantify the effects of subunit asymmetry on the kinetics of ATP synthesis, we developed a master equation model of the coupled F o -F 1 rotation on the basis of the angle-dependent energy function Eq. 3 (see SI Text for details). The resulting mean times for full rotation of the two motors depend strongly on the number of F 1 substeps. Assuming an elementary rate of k 0 ≈ 1/(100 μs) set by proton binding to F o , ATP would be produced at a rate of ∼0.6/s and 30/s with two and three substeps, respectively ( Fig. S6 and Table S2 ). Although these estimates are clearly rough, they nonetheless imply that having three substeps ensures an efficient operation with the small c 8 ring of mammalian F 1 , using only eight protons per three ATP.
The symmetry mismatch between the mammalian F o and F 1 rotary motors thus has important consequences. First, a significant amount of energy must be stored in the γ-subunit (30), which appears to be just soft enough to absorb sufficient elastic energy, but not too soft to allow for slipping and alternate pathways in the ϕ Fo -ϕ F1 plane. Second, the additional substeps seen in recent single-molecule experiments on the mammalian F 1 motor are critical for its operation. With the ∼ 40°+ ∼ 80°= 120°steps of the bacterial motor, an eight-membered c ring would not be feasible (Fig. 4C and Fig. S5C) .
We also extended the model to bacterial systems with c 10 rings, such as E. coli (4) or thermophilic Bacillus PS3 (15) (Fig. S7) . In this case, the F o step size is 360°=10 = 36°. Under the conditions of E. coli F o F 1 experiments (4), we estimate a faster elementary step of 1/k 0 ≈ 30 μs (see SI Text). Assuming the same elasticity of the γ-subunit (k eff = 66.0 kcal·mol −1 ·rad −2 ), F 1 motors operating with two and three substeps require ∼20 s and ∼40 ms for full rotation, respectively (Table S2 ). The time scale with the three substeps (∼40 ms) agrees well with the experimental values (∼50 ms; ∼60 s −1 for a 120°step) at a maximum load condition (4). This result suggests a possible third substep, yet unresolved, for the E. coli F 1 (34, 35) . This third step could be associated with phosphate release (31, 36) . Alternatively, the bacterial γ-subunit or its interface with the c ring could be softer, especially for the thermophilic Bacillus PS3 F 1 , in which only two substeps have been found after extensive single-molecule experiments. With the stiffness reduced by half in our model (k eff = 33.0 kcal·mol
), two-and three-substep F 1 motors would operate on time scales of ∼80 ms and ∼4 ms, respectively (Table S2) . With this softer elasticity, the two-substep F 1 could thus achieve a reasonable ATP synthesis rate. However, the interface between γ-subunit and c ring cannot be much softer because their angle-dependent interaction must have 10-fold symmetry for a c 10 ring. If we assume that an elastic potential with an interfacial spring constant k γc holds in each of the n minima all of the way to a cusp-shaped barrier, the n-fold periodic free energy surface will have barriers of height k γc ðπ=nÞ 2 /2. For n = 10 of the bacterial c 10 rings and a minimum barrier height of at least 5 kcal/mol to prevent slipping of the c ring against the γ-subunit on a millisecond timescale, the interfacial spring constant k γc should exceed 100 kcal·mol
Putting this torsional spring in series with the springs k 1 and k 12 determined here, one would find an effective sprint constant of k eff = ðk
, at least half of our value for the γ-subunit and α 3 β 3 -ring alone.
It will also be interesting to compare the rotor stiffness of F-and V-type ATPases (37), also to examine if the ATP hydrolysis-driven proton pump function of the latter imposes different requirements on the mechanochemical coupling.
Dissipation at Average Rotational Speed. From the rotational diffusion coefficients D 1 and D 2 , we can estimate the frictional dissipation per full cycle. Here we implicitly assume, first, that the rotational speed is uniform and, second, that the calculated friction applies uniformly to the entire rotational range, ignoring additional dissipation, e.g., during barrier crossing events. Although not exact, the estimate should nevertheless serve as a useful reference. Under these two assumptions, the overall diffusion coefficient (obtained by adding the respective friction coefficients) is D eff = ð1=D 1 + 1=D 2 Þ −1 ≈ 0.00075 rad 2 =ns. The frictional dissipation in a full turn at an angular velocity of ω = 1 kHz corresponding to experimental turnover rates is then 2πωk B T=D eff ≈ 0.05 k B T. At this rotational speed, dissipation could thus effectively be ignored. However, as discussed in ref. 20 , the actual rotational motions are likely much faster than the average, because much of the time is spent waiting in metastable states (in particular, for the arrival of substrates and the escape of product). To account for short transition path times, we calculate in the following also the maximum rotational speed energetically permitted for these transitions.
Maximum Rotational Speed. The estimated rotational diffusion coefficients, or friction coefficients from the relation ξ = k B T=D, define a fundamental limit on the rotation, the maximum rotational speed between the dwells without load. This limiting speed has so far not been determined experimentally. The reason is that, in single-molecule experiments, a relatively big probe has to be attached to visualize the rotations. When the amount of dissipation for a 120°=2π=3 rotation W = ð2π=3Þωk B T=D eff is equated with the ATP hydrolysis energy of ∼ 20k B T at typical cellular conditions (33) , assuming an energy conversion efficiency of 100% from the ATP hydrolysis reaction to mechanical rotation, it should give the maximum rotational speed ω max . For the estimated diffusion coefficient D eff , we find ω max ≈ 0.4 °=ns, corresponding to ∼300 ns per 2π=3 rotational transition. Note that this speed is comparable to that of the torque MD simulations, and that functionally relevant conformational changes of the αβ-subunits have been observed at such rotary speeds (20, 29) . This prediction can be tested by further reducing the size of the probe used in the single-molecule experiments. Based on our estimates, if the load can be reduced to a diameter of ∼20 nm, then friction will be dominated by the protein, not by the load.
Conclusions
We developed a multiscale framework to deduce mechanical and frictional properties of biomolecular machines from atomistic MD simulations, and applied it to the F 1 motor of ATP synthase. By constructing a Langevin diffusion model of the γ-rotation in F 1 -ATPase from atomistic MD trajectories, we deduced the torsional elasticity and rotational friction coefficients governing the γ-subunit rotation. The estimated torsional elastic coefficients agree with single-molecule experiments probing different segments of the γ-subunit (16, 27) , thus resolving a controversy in their interpretation. The overall elastic coefficient is also consistent with the results of earlier equilibrium simulations of a crosslinked γ-subunit (28) .
The γ-subunit appears to be barely soft enough to absorb the required elastic energy in the coupled rotation of the symmetrymismatched F o and F 1 motors of ATP synthase. This relative stiffness ensures that the two motors are tightly coupled, forcing them onto a unique rotational pathway. For ATP synthase in mammalian mitochondria, which use only eight protons to synthesize three ATP, (Fig. S5A) . Red crosses and shading indicate conformations with free energies larger than 7 kcal/mol, where the minimum free energy is set to zero. For the three substeps of F 1 (B and D), all microstates along the path are reachable at ∼200 mV pmf, well below the maximum pmf of ∼220-230 mV for mitochondria. With only a single 40°s tep, high-energy intermediates (>10 kcal/mol) arise, inconsistent with efficient operation.
the mismatch is so large that additional substeps are required, thus providing a rationale for the recent single-molecule observation of two intermediate steps instead of one (31) . The estimated rotational diffusion coefficient for the coiledcoil core part of the γ-subunit is ∼70 times smaller than the hydrodynamic limit, which is likely due to tight interactions with the αβ-subunit bearing. For the protruded part, the diffusion coefficient is ∼10 times smaller than the hydrodynamic limit, possibly due to salt bridges with the tips of the αβ-subunits. From these estimated rotational diffusion coefficients, we predict a maximum rotational speed of ω max ≈ 1 MHz between the dwells without load, and estimate an energy dissipation of < 1 k B T per rotation at an average speed of ω ≈ 1 kHz. The F 1 rotary motor thus operates at very small dissipation levels, which is essential for the high overall thermodynamic efficiency of F o F 1 -ATP synthase.
Methods
MD Simulations. The MD simulations were performed as in ref. 20 . However, here the rotation angles of each residue were calculated with separate local axes for the two domains passing through their respective centers of mass and orientated parallel to the symmetry axis of F 1 . The angles were then averaged for each domain, weighted by the normal distance of the Cα atom from the axis. where x 1 and x 2 represent the rotation angles of the core and the protruded parts of the γ-subunit, respectively, and ρ = 0.2 is weight factor of the two domains used to determine the average angle (Fig. S3) . Note that the driving torque (last term) is a harmonic approximation of the periodic potential used in our atomistic simulations. The three terms represent the harmonic potential between the two domains, the harmonic potential describing the interaction with ring subunits, and the time-dependent torque potential, respectively. The analytical solutions for the time-dependent average angles x 1 ðtÞ and x 2 ðtÞ are fitted to the corresponding MD trajectories (see SI Text) for models A (assuming quasi-equilibrium for both domains), B (assuming quasi-equilibrium for the protruding domain 2), and C (full nonequilibrium). The time-dependent nonequilibrium work performed by the external torque is calculated from (38) w t = Z t 0 ∂Uðx 1 ðt′Þ, x 2 ðt′Þ, t′Þ ∂t′ dt′ [5] where U is the time-dependent biasing potential in Eq. 4, through which the torque is exerted. An analogous expression was used to determine the work in the torque MD simulations.
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